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Introduction
With the increasing interest in the health and safety issues associated with the use of, and emission of, small particles,
particularly those which are able to evade the body's natural defenses, there is a need for the chemical analysis of submicron sized particles . Analysis of particles is typically carried out by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) or by secondary
ion mass spectrometry (SIMS). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), while useful, laboratory-based instruments can
only obtain the mean analysis of particles. We have now revisited the possibilities for proximal generation of X-rays in the
conventional mode using the electron beam of an AES instrument to excite Kα radiation close to a particle supported on a
suitable substrate.

Experimental
This work was carried out on a Thermo Scientific Microlab 350 Scanning Auger Electron Microscope. Having located the
feature for XPS analysis the aperture was withdrawn to give the maximum possible beam current, ca.50 nA at an operating
potential of 15 kV, and the sample tilted towards the analyzer entry lens to maximize signal intensity.
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Proximal XPS - Copper
Analysis of the copper particles on both the
aluminium and magnesium substrates gave
binding energies of 934.5 and 933.8
respectively.
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Together with the LMM Auger transition
position this gave Auger parameters of 1851.9
and 1852.3. This is suggestive that the copper
is in the form of CuO, Copper (II) oxide,
however no strong shake up feature was
observed at ~943 eV, which is expected for this
oxidation state.

Left column: AES survey spectra collected from
sub-micron copper particles on aluminium and
magnesium substrates.
Right column: High resolution XPS spectra of the
copper 2p3/2 region. Binding energies corrected for
excitation by aluminium and magnesium x-rays.
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Initial results from iron (top row) were distorted
by the presence of two weak copper Augers,
these were generated by the excitation of
copper precipitates in the aluminium substrate.
The peak overlap demonstrates the need, as
with usual XPS, for a multiple anode system.
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The use of a magnesium anode (bottom), acts
to shift the copper Auger transitions out of the
analysed region, however in this case the weak
L2M1M1 Auger transition excited by the electron
beam slightly overlaps the region of interest.
Although the familiar peak shape of iron oxide
is present.
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Left column: AES survey spectra collected from
sub-micron iron particles on aluminium and
magnesium substrates.
Right column: High resolution XPS spectra of the
iron 2p3/2 region. Binding energies corrected for
excitation by aluminium and magnesium x-rays.

The shake up for copper (II) oxide was not
observed in the proximal XPS of the copper
particle. To observe to see if this was an
effect of reduction of the particle large area
XPS analysis was performed on the
sample.
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The strong shake up was observed in the
analysis of as deposited copper powder. To
simulate the effect of possible reduction,
the surface was lightly argon ion sputtered.
This lead to a significantly reduced intensity
of the shake up and a spectrum similar in
appearance and binding energy as the
single copper particles.

Right : High resolution XPS spectra of the
copper 2p region collected from many
particles, using a 200 µm spot size, on a
Thermo Scientific Theta Probe.

Results and Discussion
Analysis times for the individual element scans here is approximately 20 minutes.
Particles in the size range 2-4 µm provide a usable peak envelope in under 5 minutes.
The limiting factor in the analysis is the area from which signal is generated on the side of
a particle, for the particles shown, this is some 100,000x smaller than that of a 200 µm
spot size used in typical XPS analysis. Maximum signal intensity was generated by tilting
the sample and monitoring the backscattered electron peak. This was believed to act as a
good analogue for the XPS peak.

Future Developments
We have identified a possible problem of local heating associated with x-ray generation.
The presence of more noble metal particles with the hot substrates may be leading to
reduction of the small particles.

We continue to explore this problem through light oxidation of the substrate to avoid
the particle being in direct contact with the active metal surface. We will also
investigate the use of thin repeating layers of substrate material to reduce this
heating effect.

Conclusions
The use of proximal x-ray generation has been exploited to analyze sub-micron
particles of copper and iron using both aluminum and magnesium x-rays. Further
work is needed to improve the technique to achieve more reliable results. The
eventual aim is to design a system where a sharp probe is brought in close to the
particle to act as the x-ray source. The use of a silicon anode will be investigated to
observe higher binding energy peaks such as Al 1s.

